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INTRODUCTION: VON NEUMANN (AND PERES) ON ORTHOGONALITY AND THE SECOND LAW
In § V.2 of von Neumann's Mathematische Grundlagen der Quantenmechanik [1] (see also [2] ) we find the two following propositions: These statements concern thermodynamics and the notions of distinguishability and orthogonality.
Von Neumann proved the first statement above in an analysis involving "thermodynamic considerations" (the same considerations by which he derived his entropy formula). However, he did not actually prove the second statement, but rather the converse of the first one, viz.: if two "states" can be separated by semi-permeable diaphragms, then they must be orthogonal.
It was Peres [3] that gave a seemingly direct demonstration of the second statement (2) by means of a thought-experiment with 'quantum gases' in which he explicitly assumes the nonorthogonality of two quantum "states", their separability by semi-permeable diaphragms, and from this assumptions creates a thermodynamic cycle which violates the second law.
More precisely, the thought-experiment involves two observers: one making the non-orthogonality assumption, the other performing the separation.
The interplay of orthogonality, distinguishability, thermodynamics, and multiplicity of observers is quite interesting; therefore we want to discuss and analyse it in varying depth, mainly with paedagogical purposes. The paper is divided into two main parts, reflecting two main perspectives.
In the first part we offer a discussion on the three concepts of preparation and measurement procedure and "one-shot" distinguishability, and of their mathematical representatives: density matrix, positive-operator-valued measure, and orthogonality. First, we make clear that 'orthogonality' is simply the mathematical counterpart of 'one-shot distinguishability'; thus, one cannot assert or deny the one without asserting or denying the other as well. Second, we show how the idea of a semi-permeable membrane which can separate two preparations ("states") is just a particular realisation of a measurement procedure which can distinguish, in one shot, those preparations. This will provide an occasion to discuss the relation of these concepts to thermodynamics. The principal conclusion of the first part will be that the second statement (2) -and its demonstration by Peres -contains a contradiction in its premise; i.e., it has the logical form '(A ∧ ¬A) ⇒ B'. The contradiction in the premise is the assumption of distinguishability and non-distinguishability at the same time.
The contradiction in Peres' experiment, however, can also be conceived as a situation in which two scientists use two different density matrices to analyse the same physical phenomenon. This provides an illustration of the fact that a density matrix adopted to describe a preparation is always dependent on an observer's particular knowledge about that preparation [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18] , as well as on the sets of preparations and measurements considered by the observer [3, 16, 17, 18, 19] . It also illustrates what can happen when the two observers' have and use different pieces of knowledge, hence different density-matrix assignments. For example, the second law may seemingly be violated for one of the observers. The fact that a mathematical description always depends on one's particular knowledge of a phenomenon, however, is not only true in quantum mechanics, but in classical physics as well. A particular case within thermodynamics was shown by Jaynes' [20] by means of a thought-experiment which is very similar to Peres' and in which the same seeming violation of the second law appears according to one of the observers. For this reason, we shall juxtapose Peres' demonstration to Jaynes', hoping that they will provide insight into each other.
We assume that our reader has a working knowledge of quantum mechanics and thermodynamics (we also provide some footnotes on recent developments of the latter, today better called 'thermomechanics' [21, 22, 23] , since they are apparently largely unknown to the quantum-physics community.) We also want to emphasise that this paper is not directly concerned with questions about the relation between thermodynamics and statistical mechanics, nor to questions about "classical" or "quantum" entropy formulae. Since our discussions will regard the second law of thermodynamics, the reader probably expects that entropy will enter the scene; but his or her expectations will not be fulfilled. Peres', von Neumann's, and Jaynes' demonstrations are based on cyclic processes, which start from and end in a situation described by the same thermodynamic state. 2 Assuming the entropy to be a state variable, its change is naught in such processes, independently of its mathematical expression. The second law of thermodynamics assumes then the form
where Q is the total amount of heat absorbed by the thermodynamic body in the process. This is the entropy-free form we are going to use in this paper.
distinguishability' and 'orthogonality'. In our definitions we follow Ekstein [36, 37] , Giles [38, 39, 40] , Foulis and Randall [41, 42, 43] , Band and Park [44, 45] , and Peres [3, 46, 47] ; the reader is referred to these references for a deeper discussion (see also [4, 5, 16, 17, 19, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52] and the introductory remarks in Komar [53] ). In quantum theory, a preparation procedure (or 'preparation' for short) is "an experimental procedure that is completely specified, like a recipe in a good cookbook" ( [3] , p. 12, cf. also p. 424). It is usually accompanied by a measurement procedure, which can result in different outcomes, appropriately labeled. The probabilities that we assign to the obtainment of these outcomes, for all measurement and preparation procedures, are set as postulates in the theory and encoded in its mathematical objects, described below. Preparation and measurement procedures are not mathematical objects. As an oversimplified example, the instructions for the set-up and triggering of a low-intensity laser constitute a preparation procedure, and the instructions for the installation of a detector constitute a measurement procedure.
A preparation procedure is mathematically represented by a density matrix 4 ̺, whose mathematical properties we assume well known to the reader [3, 52, 55] . A measurement procedure is instead mathematically represented by a positiveoperator-valued measure (POVM) {E i }, viz., a set of positive (semi-definite) matrices, each associated to a particular measurement outcome, which sum to the identity matrix [3, 52, 56, 57, 58] . These two mathematical objects encode our knowledge of the statistical properties of their respective preparation and measurement: when we perform an instance of the measurement represented by {E i } on an instance of the preparation represented by ̺, the probability p i assigned to the obtainment of outcome i is given by the trace formula p i = tr(̺E i ).
If we wish to specify not only the probabilities of the various outcomes of a measurement, but also its effect on the preparation, we associate to the measurement procedure a completely positive map (CPM) [52, 56, 57, 58, 59 ]. We shall not use the full formalism of completely positive maps here, however, but only the special case where the CPM is a set of projectors {Π i } and the effect on the density matrix ̺ when result i is obtained is given by
One-shot distinguishability and orthogonality
Suppose a physicist has realised one instance of a preparation procedure, choosing between two possible preparation procedures. 5 We do not know which of the two, but we can perform a measurement on the instance and record the outcome. Suppose there exists a measurement procedure such that some (at least one) of its outcomes have vanishing probabilities for the first preparation and non-vanishing probabilities for the second, while the remaining (at least one) outcomes have vanishing probabilities for the second preparation and non-vanishing probabilities for the first. This means that by performing a single instance of this measurement procedure we can deduce with certainty which preparation was made, by looking at the outcome. In this case the two preparations are said to be one-shot distinguishable (cf. [19] ). The fact that some sets of preparation procedures are one-shot distinguishable while others are not is the basic reason why quantum mechanics is a probabilistic theory.
If two preparation procedures are one-shot distinguishable, it is then easy to separate them. By this we mean that if we are presented with many instances of these preparations, we can for each instance make a measurement and tell the preparation, and thus separate the instances of the first preparation from the instances of the second preparation. But the converse is also true: if we can separate with certainty the two groups of instances, it means that we can distinguish with certainty the preparation of each instance.
Let us see how the one-shot-distinguishability property is represented mathematically. The two one-shotdistinguishable preparation procedures of the above example are represented by density matrices φ and ψ, and the measurement by a POVM {A k }. According to the definition of oneshot distinguishability given above, we must be able to write this POVM as {A k } = {E i , F j }, with tr(φE i ) = 0 and tr(ψE i ) 0
for all E i , tr(ψF j ) = 0 and tr(φF j ) 0 for all F j .
This is the mathematical form of our definition of one-shot distinguishability. An important consequence of the equations above is the following: the density matrices φ and ψ must be orthogonal, viz. tr(φψ) = 0. 6 We prove this simple theorem in the Appendix. Thus, the fact that two preparation procedures are one-shot 5 Note the difference between a preparation (or measurement) procedure, and the realisation of an instance thereof. The first is a set of instructions, a description, the latter is a single actual realisation of those instructions. This terminology may help avoiding the confusion which some authors (see e.g. [60, 61, 62] ) still make between 'ensemble' and 'assembly', as defined and conceptually distinguished by e.g. Peres [3, pp. 25, 59 , 292] (see also Ballentine [48, p. 361] ). The term 'ensemble' is used with so different meanings in the literature (see e.g. Hughston et al. [63] for yet another, though self-consistent, usage), that we prefer to avoid it altogether. Moreover, Bayesian probability theory (see e.g. [10, 64] ) makes the conceptual usefulness of this term questionable or at least obsolete. 6 This expression is the usual definition of orthogonality, i.e. vanishing scalar product, between vectors: in our case the density matrices are considered as vectors in a real vector space of Hermitean matrices, with tr(φψ) as the scalar product.
distinguishable is mathematically represented by the orthogonality of their associated density matrices. Or, to put it another way, orthogonality is the mathematical representation of one-shot distinguishability. The converse of the mathematical theorem is also true: if two density matrices are orthogonal, then there exists a POVM with the properties (5) above. But to conclude that the represented preparation procedures are one-shot distinguishable, we need first to assume that there physically exists a measurement procedure corresponding to that POVM. 7 . To prove this theorem (and its converse), thermodynamic arguments are not needed. It just follows mathematically from Eqns. (5), which represent a probabilistic property of a measurement. So we begin to see that von Neumann's statement (1), in which he seems to derive orthogonality from separability by semi-permeable diaphragms, would not really need thermodynamic considerations. But we can make this more precise only after we have discussed the notion of a semi-permeable diaphragm, which appears in statement (1). This will be done in a moment; before then, we want to make some final remarks about distinguishability and about linguistic details.
It may be the case that two preparation procedures cannot be distinguished by means of a single measurement instance, but can still be distinguished with arbitrary precision by studying their statistical properties, i.e. by analysing the results of an adequately large number of diverse measurements on separate instances of these preparations. 8 They are thus distinguishable, but not in one-shot. They are represented in this case by different, but non-orthogonal, density matrices. On the other hand, two preparation procedures are represented by the same density matrix when they have exactly the same statistical properties (with respect to a given set of measurement procedures) and so cannot be distinguished by a statistical analysis of measurement results, no matter how many instances of them we prepare and how many measurements we make.
The whole discussion above is easily generalised to more than two preparation procedures.
Interlude: linguistic details
Preparation procedures are often called 'states'; however, the word 'state' is equally often used to mean the density matrix representing a preparation procedure. This double meaning is quite natural, because the concepts of preparation procedure and density matrix are, as we have seen, strictly related. They are nevertheless distinct, as shown e.g. by the fact that different preparation procedures (concerning the same physical phenomenon) can sometimes be represented by the same density matrix. We wish to keep this distinction in this paper, and we shall thus stick to the two distinct terms, avoiding the term 'state'.
The terms '(one-shot) distinguishable' and 'orthogonal' are also often interchanged in an analogous way; e.g., one says that "two preparations are orthogonal" (instead of "two preparations are distinguishable"), or that "two density matrices are distinguishable" (instead of "two density matrices are orthogonal"). Such metonymic expressions are of course handy and acceptable, but we must not forget that 'orthogonal preparations' only means 'one-shot distinguishable preparations', so that if we say "these preparations are one-shot distinguishable and non-orthogonal" we are then contradicting ourselves -not an experimental or physical contradiction, but a linguistic, or logical, one. Just as it would be contradictory to say that a classical force field is conservative and its integral along a closed path does not vanish; or that, in a given reference frame, a point-like body is in motion and its position-vector is constant; or that a non-relativistic system is closed and its total mass is changing.
These remarks are pedantic, and many a reader will consider them only linguistic nit-picking; but these readers are then invited to take again a look at von Neumann's second statement (2) . Is everything in order there? We shall come back to this point later.
"Quantum" ideal gases and semi-permeable diaphragms
In order to analyse a statement which involves, besides quantum concepts, also thermodynamic arguments and semipermeable diaphragms, it is necessary to introduce a thermodynamic body possessing "quantum" characteristics, i.e., quantum degrees of freedom; an 'ideal' body will do very well. For this purpose, we shall first recall the basic relationships between work and heat for classical ideal gases. We shall then follow von Neumann [1] and introduce the quantum degrees of freedom as "internal" degrees of freedom of the particles constituting the gases, and shall finally discuss how the interaction between the quantum and thermodynamic parameters is achieved by means of semi-permeable diaphragms.
Let us first recall that (classical) ideal gases are defined as homogeneous, uniform thermodynamic bodies characterisable by two thermodynamic variables: the volume V > 0 and the temperature T > 0, and for which the internal energy is a function of the variable T alone; 9 this implies, via the first law of thermodynamics, that in any isothermal process the heat absorbed by the gas, Q, is always equal to the work 9 See e.g. the excellent little book by Truesdell and Bharatha [73] done by the gas, W:
where V i and V f are the volumes at the beginning and end of the process, k is Boltzmann's constant, and N is the (constant) number of particles. This formula will be true throughout the paper, as we shall only consider isothermal processes. (Note that W and Q can assume both positive and negative values.) One often considers several samples of such ideal gases in a container and inserts, moves, or removes impermeable or semi-permeable diaphragms 10 at any position one pleases.
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What the presence of these diaphragms, both in practice and in theory, really signifies in the case of ideal, non-interacting (e.g. non chemically reacting) gas samples, is that we can control and monitor the variables of the ideal-gas samples,
. . . ) independently of each other, even when some of the samples occupy identical regions of space simultaneously. Thus, the problem becomes equivalent to one where all gas samples always occupy distinct regions of space, even though they may be in mechanical or thermal contact.
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For "quantum" ideal gases, as will be seen in a moment, the situation is not so simple.
We must first face the question of how to introduce and mathematically represent quantum degrees of freedom in an ideal gas. Von Neumann [1, § V.2] used a hybrid classicalquantum description, microscopically modelling a quantum ideal gas as a large number N of classical particles possessing an "internal" quantum degree of freedom represented by a density matrix ̺ living in an appropriate density-matrix space. This space and the density matrix are always assumed to be the same for all the gas particles. 13 He then treated two gas samples described by different density matrices as gases of somehow different chemical species. This idea had been presented by Einstein [91] eighteen years earlier, but it is important to point out that the "internal quantum degree of freedom" was for Einstein just a "resonator" capable of assuming only discrete energies. This degree of freedom had for him discrete (the original meaning of the adjective 'quantum') but otherwise statistically classical properties; it was not described by density matrices, and it did not provide non-orthogonality issues. Einstein's idea was hence less open to problems than von Neumann's. 10 Partington [76, § 28] informs us that these were first used in thermodynamics by Gibbs [79] . 11 In the limit, this leads to a formalism involving field quantities (cf. Buchdahl [78, § § 46, 75] , and see e.g. Truesdell [21, lectures 5, 6 and related appendices] and [22, 80, 81, 82, 83] ), as indicated by the possibility of introducing as many diaphragms as we wish and hence to control smaller and smaller portions of the gas samples. 12 In particular, the samples have separate entropies and must separately satisfy the second law [79] . When the gases do interact, we enter into the more complex, and still under development, thermomechanic theory of mixtures (see e.g. [21, 22, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87, 88] ; cf. also [89] ). 13 Dieks and van Dijk [90] point rightly out that one should then more correctly consider the total density matrix n i=1 ̺, where n = NN A (with N A Avogadro's constant) is their total number.
In fact, von Neumann's conceptual device presents some problems. For example, the chemical species of a gas is not a thermodynamic variable, and even less a continuous one: chemical differences cannot change continuously to zero.
14 It would then seem more appropriate to describe a quantum ideal gas by the variables (V, T, ̺) instead, taking values on appropriate sets. That this would indeed be the only correct treatment can be seen from the fact that the thought experiments considered by von Neumann and reproduced below always involve some step in which the density matrix ̺ of a gas is changed. This implies that ̺ is something which we can and need to control, and as such it should be included in the list of variables which define our thermodynamic system [93] .
However, in the following discussion we shall follow von Neumann and Peres instead and speak of a 'φ-gas', or a 'ψ-gas', etc., where φ or ψ are the density matrices describing the internal quantum degrees of freedom of the gas particles, just as if we were speaking of gases of different chemical species (like e.g. 'argon' and 'helium'). The thermodynamic variables are (V, T ) for each such gas.
In this framework, semi-permeable diaphragms have different meaning and function than they have in the classical framework. This becomes clear when we analyse how they are modelled microscopically. The microscopic picture [1, p. 196 ][3, p. 271] is, paraphrasing von Neumann, to construct many "windows" in the diaphragm, each of which is made as follows. Each particle of the gases is detained there and a measurement is performed on its quantum degrees of freedom; depending on the measurement result, the particle penetrates the window or is reflected, and its density matrix is changed in an appropriate way. In other words, the diaphragm also acts on the translational degrees of freedom, separating the particles having different preparations spatially, with an efficiency which depends on the preparations and the implemented measurement. This implies that the number of particles and hence the pressures or volumes of the gases on the two sides of the semi-permeable diaphragm will vary, and may set the diaphragm in motion, producing work (e.g. by lifting a weight which loads the diaphragm). There arises thus a kind of mutual dependence between the quantum degrees of freedom and the thermodynamic parameters (like the volume V) of the quantum ideal gases. We see that for quantum gases the semi-permeable diaphragms not only make the existence of separate thermodynamic variables for different gas samples possible, as it happened for (non-interacting) classical gases, but also perform transformations of the (not thermodynamically reckoned) quantum variable ̺.
Such a diaphragm is then simply a device which implement a measurement procedure, and is mathematically described by a given POVM and a CPM.
Let us illustrate how semi-permeable diaphragms work 14 An observation made by Partington [ with two examples.
First example: one-shot distinguishable preparations
Imagine a container having volume V and containing a mixture of N/2 particles of a z + -gas and N/2 of a z − -gas; i.e., the particles have quantum degrees of freedom represented by the density matrices
in the usual spin-1/2 notation (Fig. 1, a) . These two density matrices represent quantum preparations that can be distinguished in one shot by an appropriate measurement, implemented by two semi-permeable diaphragms as described above. The first is completely opaque to the particles of the z − -gas and completely transparent to those of the z + -gas; the other is completely opaque to the particles of the z + -gas and completely transparent to those of the z − -gas. Mathematically they are represented by the two-element POVM {z ± } and the CPMs (projections) {̺ → z ± ̺z ± / tr(z ± ̺z ± )}, as follows. 15 For the first diaphragm:
and for the second:
Now imagine we insert these two diaphragms in the container (Fig. 1, a) , very near to its top and bottom walls respectively. We push them isothermally toward the middle of
Figure 1: Separation of one-shot-distinguishable quantum gases.
the container until they come in contact with each other, so that the container is divided in two chambers. By doing so we have separated the two gases, with the z + -gas in the upper chamber and the z − -gas in the lower one ( Fig. 1, b) . In order to move these diaphragms and achieve this separation we have spent an amount of work equal to
because each diaphragm had to overcome the pressure exerted by the gas to which it is opaque. Since the process is isothermal, the quantity above is also the (positive) amount of heat released by the gases. The semi-permeable diaphragms can also be used to realise the inverse process, i.e. the mixing of two initially separated z + -and z − -gases. In this case the expression (11) would be the amount of heat absorbed by the gases as well as the amount of work performed by them.
Second example: non-one-shot distinguishable preparations
The quantum degrees of freedom of two gases may also be prepared in such a way that no measurement procedure can distinguish between them in one shot, and so there are no semi-permeable diaphragms which can separate them completely. This has of course consequences for the amount of work that can be gained by using the diaphragms. Imagine again the initial situation above, but this time with a mixture of N/2 particles of a z + -gas and N/2 of an x + -gas, with
The two density matrices z + and x + are non-orthogonal, tr(z + x + ) 0, and this must represent the fact that the preparation procedures they represent cannot be distinguished in one shot. This also means that there are no semi-permeable diaphragms which are completely opaque to the particles of the one gas and completely transparent to those of the other gas and vice versa. Mathematically this is reflected in the nonexistence of a POVM with the properties (5). The absence of such completely separating diaphragms implies that we cannot control their mixing in a reversible way.
It can be shown [1, 3] that in this case the separating process requiring the minimum amount of work, and so the maximum (negative) amount of heat absorbed by the gas, 16 can be performed by two diaphragms represented by the two-element POVM {α ± } and the CPMs (projections) ̺ → 16 Readers interested in entropy questions should note that such process is irreversible and that there is no reversible process with the same initial and final thermodynamic states, as discussed by Dieks and van Dijk [90] .
Figure 2: Separation of non-one-shot-distinguishable quantum gases.
i.e., the Hilbert-space vectors |α ± are the eigenvectors of the matrix λ given by
and they are orthogonal: tr(α + α − ) = 0. The action of the first diaphragm is thus z + → α + , let through, with probability tr(α
x + → α + , let through, with probability tr(α + x + ) ≈ 0.854, (16c)
while for the second diaphragm:
x + → α + , reflected, with probability tr(α
x + → α − , let through, with probability tr(α
By inserting these diaphragms in the container as in the preceding example, they will transform and separate into two chambers our z + -and x + -gases, leaving in the end an α + -gas in the upper chamber and an α − -gas in the lower one (Fig. 2) . The gases will have the same pressure as the original ones but occupy unequal volumes, because the ratio for the z + -and x + -gases to be transformed into an α + -gas and an α − -gas was approximately 0.854/0.146, as seen from Eqns. (16) ; this will also be the ratio of the final volumes. The total amount of work we spent for this separation is
(the first term is for the upper diaphragm, opaque to the α − -gas, and the second for the lower diaphragm, opaque to the α + -gas). This is also the amount of heat released by the gases. The significance of the equations above is that the half/half mixture of z + -and x + -gases can be treated as a 0.854/0.146 mixture of an α + -gas and an α − -gas. In fact, the two semipermeable diaphragms could be used to completely separate an α + -gas from an α − -gas, whose preparations are one-shot distinguishable.
We shall see an application of the coupling between the thermomechanic and quantum degrees of freedom provided by semi-permeable diaphragms in the second part of the paper. For the moment, we want to stress the following two-way connexion: the existence of a measurement which can distinguish two preparations in one shot implies the possibility of constructing a semi-permeable diaphragm which can distinguish and separate the two preparations. Vice versa, if we had such a diaphragm we could use it as a measurement device to distinguish in one shot the two preparations, and so it would imply their one-shot distinguishability.
The notion of a semi-permeable diaphragm implies of course something more, viz., the possibility of a coupling between the quantum degrees of freedom to be distinguished and the translational degrees of freedom. It is this coupling, done with a hybrid quantum-classical framework (von Neumann [1] and the present paper) or completely within quantum mechanics (Peres [3] ), that allows applications and consequences of thermodynamic character. However, the two-way connexion pointed out above is independent of the fact that the diaphragm may also have applications or consequences of thermodynamic character.
Distinguishability, orthogonality, and the second law
We can now summarise the observations and results that we have gathered up to now:
The existence of a measurement which can distinguish two preparation procedures in one shot is equivalent to the existence of semi-permeable diaphragms which can separate the two preparations, and is also equivalent, by definition, to saying that the two preparations are one-shot distinguishable. Mathematically, the measurement and the diaphragms are then represented by a POVM satisfying Eqns. (5), or equivalently by the orthogonality of the density matrices representing the two preparations.
Let us now look again at the two statements (1) and (2). We understand that, by "state", von Neumann meant a density matrix (or a Hilbert-space ray, which can be considered as a particular case thereof).
The first statement (1), "Two [density matrices] φ, ψ can certainly be separated by a semi-permeable diaphragm if they are orthogonal", seems to be saying just this: the orthogonality of two density matrices (represents (mathematically) the fact that their respective preparation procedures are one-shot distinguishable, i.e., can be separated by some device. The demonstration of this statement does not really require thermodynamic arguments, as we have seen. 17 The second statement was:
"If [the density matrices] φ, ψ are not orthogonal, then the assumption of such a semi-permeable diaphragm [which can separate them] contradicts the second law of thermodynamics".
Let us now try to analyse it. The statement mix together mathematical concepts (density matrices, non-orthogonality) and physical ones (semi-permeable diaphragm), so we may try to state it either in physical or in mathematical terms only. Saying that two density matrices are not orthogonal is the mathematical way of saying that their corresponding preparation procedures are not one-shot distinguishable. So the statement becomes:
If two preparations are not one-shot distinguishable, then the assumption of a semi-permeable diaphragm which can separate them contradicts the second law.
But in the previous sections we have shown that assuming the existence of a separating semi-permeable diaphragm is equivalent by construction to assuming the existence of a measurement which can distinguish the preparations in one shot. So what the second statement is saying is just the following:
If two preparations are not one-shot distinguishable, then the assumption that they are one-shot distinguishable contradicts the second law.
So the statement assumes that two preparations are oneshot distinguishable and not one-shot distinguishable; or in mathematical terms, that their density matrices are orthogonal and not orthogonal. It has the logical form '(A ∧ ¬A) ⇒ B', and makes thus little sense, because it starts from contradictory premises. In particular, it cannot have any physical implications for the second law of thermodynamics. We must in fact remember that, in a logical formal system, from contradictory assumptions ('A ∧ ¬A') one can idly deduce any proposition whatever ('B') as well as its negation ('¬B') (see e.g. [94, 95, 96] ).
The same contradictory premises are also present in Peres' demonstration of the second statement by means of a thoughtexperiment. This experiment will be discussed in detail in the second part of this paper, for a different purpose. But we can anticipate its basic idea only in order to see where the contradictory premises lie:
A container is divided into two chambers containing two quantum-ideal-gas samples. These are represented by non-orthogonal density matrices. Two semi-permeable diaphragms are then used to completely separate the two samples, isothermally, just as in the first example of § 1.4. In this way some heat is absorbed by the gases, or equivalently, some work is done by them. The process is then completed so as to come back to the initial situation, and it is easily shown that a net amount of heat is absorbed by the gases (or a net amount of work done by them), violating the second law.
The contradictory premises are the following. It is assumed, on the one hand, that the two initial preparations of the quantum-gas samples are not one-shot distinguishable, as is reflected by the use of non-orthogonal density matrices; i.e., that there does not exist a measurement procedure able to distinguish and separate them in one shot. On the other hand, it is assumed immediately thereafter that there is such a measurement procedure, as is reflected by the existence of the separating diaphragms which must necessarily implement it; in particular, the quantum-gases have then to be represented by orthogonal density matrices. This is a contradiction of course, and it has nothing to do with thermodynamic, work extraction, or heat absorption. The thought-experiment cannot be continued if we do not state clearly which of the mutually exclusive alternatives, one-shot distinguishability or not-one-shot distinguishability, i.e. orthogonality or non-orthogonality, is the one meant to hold.
Note that we are not saying that there are no relationships or valid consistency considerations between quantum mechanics and thermodynamics. In fact, what many of von Neumann's and Peres' analyses and thought-experiments really demonstrate is that the quantum-mechanical physical concepts and principles are consistent with the thermodynamic ones, which is a fundamental result. As Peres [3, p. 275] states it, "It thus appears that thermodynamics imposes severe constraints on the choice of fundamental axioms for quantum theory". dictory assumptions within the quantum-mechanical theory itself, and so cannot be simultaneously used to study the consistency of this theory with another one (thermodynamics). Using an example given in § 1.3: we can discuss the consistency of a particular microscopic force field with macroscopic thermodynamic laws; but it is vain to assume that the force field is conservative and its integral along a closed path does not vanish in order to derive a violation of the second law -these assumptions are contradictory by definition and anything can be vacuously derived from them.
Peres' thought-experiment, though, does not lose its value because of its contradictory premises. The reason lies in its subtle (and nice) presentation: not as an impersonal reasoning, but as an interplay between two observers (us and a "wily inventor", as Peres calls him [3, p. 275]). It is thus possible to re-interpret the contradictory premises as different, contrasting pieces of knowledge of two observers. This will be now done in the second part of the paper. 
PART II: CONTRASTING PIECES OF KNOWLEDGE AND VIOLATIONS OF THE SECOND LAW

The dependence of a density matrix on the observer's knowledge and on the set of preparations and measurements chosen
The fact that a density matrix always depends on the particular knowledge about the properties of the preparation it represents, has been stressed amongst others by Kemble [4, p. 1021][5, pp. 1155-57], Jaynes [6, 7, 8, 9, 10] , Caves et al. [11, 12, 14, 15] , and ourselves [16, 17, 18] . 19 Discussions and analyses of the compatibility of density-matrix assignments by different observers have already been offered, e.g., by Brun et al. [13] , and Caves et al. [14] .
Note in particular that a density matrix can be associated to a preparation (and a POVM to a measurement) only after we have specified the whole sets of preparation and measurement procedures we want or have to consider -indeed, it is quite appropriate to say that these sets define our 'system'. This might appear paradoxical to some, but is clearly reflected in the fact that, in the description of a phenomenon, we always have to choose a particular Hilbert space before introducing any density matrix. This fact can be inferred from Peres' [3] 19 Caves, Fuchs, and Schack see the density matrix as a sort of "quantum" analogue of a probability, and develop a "quantum" probability theory in analogy with ("classical") probability theory (with analogous theorems, like e.g. Bayes' and de Finetti's [11, 12, 15, 97, 98, 99, 100] ). We should instead prefer to derive the quantum formalism as a particular application of probability theory [17, 18] . and Hardy's [19] work, and we have tried to make it mathematically explicit elsewhere [16, 17, 18] . Thus, if we add a single measurement procedure -perhaps a newly discovered one -to the chosen set of measurement procedures, we must in some cases change (numerically and even dimensionally) the density matrices we had previously associated to the preparations. 20 
The value of Peres' thought-experiment from a different perspective
Peres' thought-experiment is particularly suited to show the points above. In its presentation, two observers have contrasting pieces of knowledge about the preparations of the quantum ideal gases: the first observer thinks them not to be one-shot distinguishable, and represents them accordingly by non-orthogonal density matrices; the second observer, instead, knows they are one-shot distinguishable and, in fact, he possesses actual devices -the semi-permeable diaphragms -by which he separates them. This is reflected in the fact that the set of measurement procedures considered by the second observer contains (at least) a measurement (viz., the one which can distinguish in one shot the gas preparations) not contained in the set of the first observer, simply because the first observer did not know about the existence of that measurement.
A similar, two-observer style of presentation was chosen by Jaynes [20, § 6 ] for a thought-experiment which showed that two different observers may have different pieces of knowledge and so give different thermodynamic descriptions for the same physical situation. When they interact, strange results may arise; e.g., it may appear to one of them as if the other were violating the second law. From this point of view Jaynes' and Peres' thought-experiments are very similar also in their results; the similarity is the more fascinating because Jaynes' experiment is completely within a classical, not quantum, context.
Grad [108, p. 325 ] also remarked that not only two observers, but even more simply the same observer facing two different applications, may use different pieces of knowledge and descriptions to study the same physical situation. 20 This fact is related to the restrictions ("compatibility" or "positivity domains") of the set of statistical matrices for the "reduced dynamics" of some open quantum systems [101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107] . These restrictions simply arise because one wants to describe a set of preparation procedures by means of a density-matrix space that is instead only meant for, and is only appropriate for, a particular smaller set. On the other hand, the reason why one wants to do this is that quantum mechanics has the following unfortunate property: if you want to add just one more preparation or measurement procedure to the sets that interest you, you must be ready to "pay" for at least 2N + 1 more dimensions for your matrix-spaces, where N 2 − 1 is the dimension of the (normalised-Hermitean-matrix) spaces you were using (i.e., you pay the difference between (N + 1) 2 − 1 and N 2 − 1). Compare this with the classical "cost" of only 1 more dimension.
For this reason, we shall analyse Peres' thought-experiment with the following scheme. First, we present it from the point of view of the first observer, that we call Tatiana, which sees a seeming violation of the second law. Then we go over to Jaynes' simpler thought-experiment, and see how the two observers' (Johann and Marie) contrasting descriptions are resolved there. With the insight provided by Jaynes' experiment, we turn back to Peres', and re-analyse it from the point of view of the second observer, that we call Willard, seeing that he had some additional knowledge and measurement means with respect to Tatiana, and that for him the second law is not violated; on the other hand, Tatiana will have to change the dimensions and numerical values of the density matrices used in her description if she wants to make allowance for Willard's new measurement procedure. 21 
Peres' thought-experiment: Tatiana's description
Peres' demonstration [3, pp. 275-277] can be presented as follows. We are in a quantum laboratory, where the physicist Tatiana is studying a container wherein two quantum-idealgas samples are confined to two chambers, having volume V/2 each and separated by an impermeable diaphragm. From some measurements made on a series of identically prepared containers, she has chosen to describe the internal quantum degrees of freedom of the ideal gases by means of the densitymatrix space for a quantum two-level system. In her description, the upper chamber contains a z + -gas, the lower an x + -gas, where z + and x + are the density matrices defined in § 1.4, Eqns. (7) and (12) . They are non-orthogonal, tr(z + x + ) 0, because to Tatiana's knowledge there are no means to distinguish the two corresponding preparations in one shot, as she could not separate the two gases completely with any semipermeable diaphragms known to her.
Enters a "wily inventor"; let us call him Willard. He claims having produced two such semi-permeable diaphragms, which can completely separate the two gases. 22 In fact, by means of them he reversibly mixes the two gases, obtaining work equal to Q ′ = NkT ln 2 ≈ 0.693 NkT (cf. Eqn. (11)). From Tatiana's point of view this is quite surprising! Now she has a single container of volume V filled with a half/half mixture of z + -and x + -gases (Fig. 3, b) . She wants 21 In some situations it might perhaps be necessary to abandon the quantumtheoretical physical principles partially or altogether, in favour of other more economical or aesthetically pleasing. Note that it is easily proven [18] (cf. [16, § V], Holevo [109, chap. I]) that there always exist appropriate (if necessary, infinite-dimensional) quantum-mechanical density-matrix-and POVM-spaces by which one can represent sets of preparation and measurement procedures having any statistical properties whatever. In this sense, the quantum-theoretical mathematical formalism can never be "proven wrong" (but note that the same also holds for the classical statistical formalism [109, § I.7]), although it may be redundant (see preceding footnote). 22 This being a scientific paper, we ideally (i.e., unrealistically) assume Willard's honesty and the absence of any fraud. to return to the initial situation, but she cannot use Willard's puzzling means, of course. For her the situation is now the same as that discussed in the second example of § 1.4: the gas mixture is for her equivalent (Fig. 3, d ) to a mixture of approximately 0.854 parts of an α + -gas and 0.146 parts of an α − -gas, where α + and α − are the density matrices defined in Eqn. (14) . Tatiana uses two semi-permeable diaphragms to separate the two α ± -gases, the α + -gas into a 0.854 fraction of the volume V, and the α − -gas into the remaining 0.146 fraction (so that they have the same pressure), and spends work equal to −Q ′′ = −NkT (0.854 ln 0.854 + 0.146 ln 0.146) ≈ 0.416 NkT , cf. Eqn. (18) .
Tatiana then performs two operations corresponding to unitary rotations which reversibly change the density matrices associated to the two gases into the same density matrix, say z + , so that the two chambers eventually contain for her the same z + -gas. She then eliminates the diaphragms and reinserts another impermeable one in the middle to divide the gas into two chambers of equal volume (Fig. 3, e) -which is, from her point of view, a reversible operation -, and finally performs again an operation represented by a rotation z + → x + of the density matrix associated to the gas in the lower chamber. In this way she has apparently re-established the original condition of the gases (Fig. 3, a) , which have thus undergone a cycle. The last operations were assumed to be performable without expenditure or gain of work, hence without heat exchange either.
completed because the initial and final situations are the same. The total heat Q absorbed by the gases equals the workexperimentally measured -done by them and amounts to
Hence, she sees a violation of the second law (3) because, from her point of view, Q > 0 in the cyclic process.
Tatiana accuses Willard of having violated the second law by means of his strange semi-permeable diaphragms that "completely separate non-orthogonal density matrices".
Has the second law really been violated? Also from Willard's point of view? We do not answer these questions now; instead, we leave the quantum laboratory where Tatiana and Willard are now arguing after their experiment, and enter an adjacent classical laboratory, where we shall look at Jaynes' demonstration [20] . The situation there is in many respects very similar to the previous one, though it is completely "classical".
Jaynes' thought-experiment
In the classical laboratory, we have a container wherein an ideal-gas sample is equally divided into two chambers of volumes V/2 each and separated by an impermeable diaphragm (Fig. 4, a) . From the measurements made by the scientist Johann, the gas in the two chambers is exactly the same, "ideal argon". 24 For Johann it would thus be impossible, not to say meaningless, to find a semi-permeable diaphragm that be transparent to the gas in the upper chamber and opaque to the gas in the lower one, and another diaphragm with the opposite properties.
The scientist Marie, also in the laboratory, states nevertheless that she has in fact two diaphragms with those very properties. She uses them to reversibly and isothermally mix the two halves of the gas, obtaining work equal to Q ′ = NkT ln 2 ≈ 0.693 NkT (Fig. 4, b) , and leaving Johann stupefied.
In fact, from Johann's point of view Marie has left things exactly as they were: he just needs to reinsert the impermeable diaphragm in the middle of the container and for him the situation is exactly the same as in the beginning: the one gas is equally divided into two equal chambers (Fig. 4, c a) .
Johann's conclusion is the following: The initial and final conditions of the gas are the same, so a cyclic process has been completed. The work obtained -experimentally measured -equals the heat absorbed by the gas, and so for Johann Q > 0 in the cyclic process (22) (cf. Tatiana's Eqn. (20)), which plainly contradicts the second law of thermodynamics (3).
We see that what happens here is completely analogous to what has happened in the quantum laboratory: a physicist has, from initial measurements, a particular description of a given situation. Then a process takes place that contradicts the physicist's mathematical description, and the re-establishment of what was thought to be the initial situation yields an apparent experimental violation of the second law.
The reader has no doubt noticed that the facts were presented not only from Johann's point of view, but also, so to speak, taking side with him. In fact, we plainly ignored Marie's experimental performance in our mathematical description. But it should be clear that, since the two gas samples in the chambers behaved differently with respect to Marie's semipermeable diaphragms (one sample exerted pressure on one of the diaphragms but not on the other, and vice versa for the other sample), then they must actually be samples of two different gases, 25 contrary to what Johann (and we) believed and described mathematically.
Note that this fact does not completely contradicts Johann's point of view. It simply means that the two samples behave exactly in the same manner with respect to Johann's experimental and measurement means, and so he was justified to consider them as samples of the same gas. But now Johann has experimental evidence that the two samples behave differently in certain circumstances, and so, in order to avoid inconsistencies, they have to be considered as samples of different gases, at least in all experimental situations in which their difference in behaviour comes about (such as the mixing performed by Marie).
So let us see how the whole process has taken place from Marie's point of view. She explains that the gas samples initially contained in the two chambers were two different kinds of ideal-argon, of which Johann had no knowledge: 'argon a' ( a Ar) and 'argon b' ( b Ar). Argon a is soluble in whafnium while argon b is not, but the latter is soluble in whifnium, 25 Provided, of course, that this phenomenon is also reproducible. a property not shared by the a variety. 26 Marie's separation of the two gases a Ar and b Ar was possible by means of two semi-permeable diaphragms made of whifnium and whafnium that take advantage of these different properties. (Of course, Jaynes' and our speaking of 'argon a', 'argon b', 'whafnium', and 'whifnium' in this imaginary experiment is just a coloured way of stating that the two samples are of different gases. The reader can, if he or she so prefers, simply call them 'gas A' and 'gas B' and take into account their different behaviour with respect to the two semi-permeable diaphragms.)
According to Marie (Fig. 5) , the second law is not violated: Initially the two gases a Ar and b Ar were completely separated in the container's two chambers (Fig. 5, a) . After her mixing and extracting work, the container contained an equal mixture of a Ar and b Ar (Fig. 5, b) . Upon Johann's reinsertion of the impermeable diaphragm the container was again divided in two equal chambers, but each chamber contained a half/half mixture of a Ar and b Ar (Fig. 5, c) , and this was different from the initial condition (Fig. 5, a) . Thus the cycle was not completed, although it appeared so to Johann, and so the form of the second law for cyclic processes, Eqn. (3) , cannot be applied. To close the cycle one has to use the semi-permeable diaphragms again to relegate the two gases to two separate chambers, and must thereby spend an amount of work −Q ′′ at least equal to that previously obtained, −Q ′′ Q ′ , and the second law (3) for the completed cycle is satisfied: Q = Q ′ + Q ′′ 0. The simple conclusion, stated in terms of entropy, that Jaynes [20, § 3] draws from this demonstration, is that it is necessary to decide at the outset of a problem which macroscopic variables or degrees of freedom we shall measure and/or control; and within the context of the thermodynamic system thus defined, entropy will be some function S (X 1 , . . . , X n ) of whatever variables we have chosen. We can expect this to obey the second law [Q/T ∆S ] only as long as all experimental manipulations are confined to that chosen set. If someone, unknown to us, were to vary a macrovariable X n+1 outside that set, he could produce what would appear to us as a violation of the second law, since our entropy function S (X 1 , . . . , X n ) might decrease spontaneously [i.e., without absorption of heat (Q = 0)], while his S (X 1 , . . . , X n , X n+1 ) increases. This is old wisdom: Grad [108, p. 325 ] (see also [110, 111] ) explained thirty-one years earlier that the adoption of a new entropy is forced by the discovery of new information. [. . . ] The existence of diffusion between oxygen and nitrogen somewhere in a wind tunnel will usually be of no interest. Therefore the aerodynamicist uses an entropy which does not recognise the separate existence of the two elements but only that of "air". In other circumstances, the possibility of diffusion between elements with a much smaller mass ratio (e.g., 238/235) may be considered quite relevant.
But Jaynes' and Grad's remarks do not apply only to entropy; they have greater generality. We always choose some variables -with particular ranges, scales, and governing equations -to describe a physical phenomenon. And such a choice always represents, and is dependent on, the particular knowledge that we have about that phenomenon, or that we think is sufficient to describe it in a given situation or application. 27 This is true in particular for the quantum-mechanical density matrices, Hilbert spaces, and so on.
Peres' thought-experiment: Willard's description
With the insight provided by the analysis of the classical experiment and by Grad's and Jaynes' remarks, we can return to the quantum laboratory and look with different eyes at what happened there.
Just as in the case of Johann and Marie, we must admit that in the presentation of the quantum experiment we took not only Tatiana's point of view, but also her parts, disregarding Willard's experimental evidence in our mathematical description. In fact, Willard showed that the two quantum ideal gases can be completely (and, it is assumed, reproducibly) separated; and as shown in § 1.5 this means that there must exist a measurement procedure by which the two corresponding quantum preparations can be distinguished in one shot. This is not in complete contradiction with Tatiana's initial description: with the measurement means at her disposal, the two preparation procedures were not distinguishable in one shot, shot. The one-shot distinguishability of two preparation procedures is also equivalent to the possibility of separating them by appropriate semi-permeable diaphragms. This equivalence is important because it relates their statistical and gross thermodynamic properties.
A consequence of this physical-mathematical relation is that an observer cannot assume the non-orthogonality of two density matrices and, at the same time, claim the one-shot distinguishability of their corresponding preparation procedures, because this assumption is self-contradictory and can only lead to vain conclusions. We have seen this kind of contradictory assumption behind the second statement (2).
However, two observers can represent the same preparations by means of density matrices having different numerical values and properties (e.g., orthogonality), and even different dimensionality. This may happen either because the two observers have different pieces of knowledge about the preparations' properties and the measurements available; or because each observer, having a different purpose or application, considers different sets of preparations and measurements to describe the same physical phenomenon. In particular, properties like one-shot distinguishability -and thus also orthogonality -always depend on the particular set of measurement procedures which an observer decides to consider (sometimes the whole known set at his or her disposal).
We have seen an example of this point in Peres' thoughtexperiment: An observer does not know of any measurement procedure that can distinguish in one shot two particular preparations; accordingly, she represents them by non-orthogonal density matrices. A second observer then shows the existence of such a measurement procedure, and so both observers must then use orthogonal density matrices to represent the preparations, at least when they want to operate with that measurement.
In any case, the consistency between the physical phenomena considered and their mathematical description is always essential.
Suppose that two preparation procedures are represented by density matrices φ and ψ, and that we have a measurement procedure represented by a POVM {E µ , F ν } such that tr(φE µ ) = 0 and tr(ψE µ ) 0 for all E µ , tr(ψF ν ) = 0 and tr(φF ν ) 0 for all F ν .
(A.1)
These equations mathematically represent the condition of one-shot distinguishability, as discussed in § 1.2. We want to prove that from the above equations it follows that the two density matrices are orthogonal: tr(φψ) = 0.
(A.2)
To prove this, let us consider the two-element POVM {E, F} given by: (note that the sum is not necessarily a convex combination, even though its coefficients are positive and not greater than unity). We can decompose the first density matrix φ in an analogous manner: i.e., the projectors -equivalently, the eigenvectors -of the matrix E are in fact all orthogonal to those of the matrix φ.
This means that the {|i i|} can be completed by the {|k k |} and some additional projectors {| j ′ j ′ |} to form a complete set of orthonormal projectors -an orthonormal basis:
Writing the identity matrix I in terms of the new projectors, 10) we have that the second POVM element F must be given by Noting that all the sum terms are non-negative, and that the coefficients ψ l are strictly positive, we deduce in particular that l |k = 0, for all l and k, (A. 14) which means that the eigenvectors of the density matrix φ are all orthogonal to those of the matrix ψ. (they are not those used in the previous proof, although we use the same symbols for convenience). These operators form, as is easily checked, a POVM {E, F}, which satisfy Eqns. (A.4). If we moreover assume that any POVM may be physically realised by some measurement procedure, 28 then we have proven the converse statement: if two preparations are represented by orthogonal density matrices, it means that they are one-shot distinguishable.
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